Abstract. Let A, B be families of disjoint non-trivial simple closed geodesics on a Riemann surface S so that each component of S\{A ∪ B} is either a disk or a once punctured disk. Let w be any word consisting of Dehn twists along elements of A and inverses of Dehn twists along elements of B so that the Dehn twist along each element of A and the inverse of the Dehn twist along each element of B occur at least once in w. It is well known that w represents a pseudoAnosov class. In this paper we study those pseudo-Anosov maps f on S projecting to the trivial map as a puncture a is filled in. We prove the following theorem. Let S be of type (p, n), 3p − 4 + n > 0 and n ≥ 1. Write A = {α1, . . . , α k }, k ≥ 1. If all αi are non-trivial and distinct as geodesics onS = S ∪ {a}, then for any integer tuples (n1, . . . , n k ), the composition t
Introduction
Let S be a Riemann surface of type (p, n) with 3p + n > 4 and n ≥ 1. Let A k = {α 1 , . . . , α k } and B l = {β 1 , . . . , β l }, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , 3p − 3 + n}, be collections of disjoint, independent and simple closed geodesics on S. We assume that {A k , B l } is a pair of filling geodesics, that is, S\{A k , B l } is a union of disks and once punctured disks. Let σ i = (n i1 , . . . , n ik ) and λ i = (m i1 , . . . , m il ), i ∈ Z + , be finite sequences of integer tuples. Denote
where t n c is the n-th power of the Dehn twist along a simple closed geodesic c on S. We consider the finite product:
(1.1)
Throughout the paper we make the following assumption: for any integers q, r with 1 ≤ q ≤ k and 1 ≤ r ≤ l, A theorem of Thurston [18] states that (1.1) is pseudo-Anosov if N = 1, k = l = 1, and n 1 m 1 > 0. In [11] Long extends Thurston's theorem to the case of N ≥ 1. Later in [17] , Penner proved the following result. Let N ≥ 1 be an integer. Assume that σ i , λ i are non-negative, by which we mean that their entries are all non-negative. Then the product (1.1) with condition (1.2) is pseudo-Anosov.
Other constructions of pseudo-Anosov maps appear in [19, 20] . Recent developments (See [13] , for example) showed that under certain circumstances (1.1) are also pseudo-Anosov for σ i being non-negative and λ i being non-positive or vice versa.
One may ask whether every pseudo-Anosov map of S is of form (1.1) with σ i , λ i non-negative under the assumption (1.2). It is well known ([8] [13] ) that there exist pseudo-Anosov maps on S that cannot be of form (1.1) with k = l = 1. The general case has remained unsettled. See Problem 4 of Penner [17] .
Let a be one of punctures of S. DenoteS = S ∪ {a}. Let F(S, a) be the set of isotopy classes of pseudo-Anosov maps of S fixing a and projecting to a trivial mapping class onS by filling in the puncture a. Kra [10] showed that F(S, a) is non-empty and contains infinitely many elements.
Let k, l ∈ {1, . . . , 3p − 3 + n} and U k,l (S) the set of mapping classes on S that can be represented by (1.1) for arbitrary pairs (A k , B l ) of filling geodesics and pairs (σ i , λ i ) of non-negative integer tuples satisfying (1.2) . Set
Obviously, every element of U(S) fixes all punctures of S, and thus projects to an element of the mapping class group ModS. In this paper, we prove the following result which generalizes Theorem 1 of [24] in the case thatS is compact: Theorem 1. If n = 1, then F(S, a) ∩ U(S) = ⊘. That is, all elements of F(S, a) cannot be represented in the form (1.1) for arbitrary pairs (σ i , λ i ) of non-negative tuples with (1.2).
Remark 1.1. Since for every integer m and every element f ∈ F(S, a), f m ∈ F(S, a), Theorem 1 answers Penner's question in a negative fashion whenS is compact without boundary.
We return to the general case of n ≥ 1. Let f be a pseudo-Anosov map of S, α ⊂ S a simple closed geodesic. Long and Morton [12] showed that t m α • f are pseudo-Anosov for all but a finite number of values of m. In [6] , Fathi refined the result and proved that t m α • f are pseudo-Anosov for all but at most 7 consecutive values of m.
A question arises as to whether or not it is possible to replace t m α by a multi-twist T σ k , k ∈ {1, . . . , 3p−3+n}, for an integer tuple σ = (n 1 , . . . n k ) and a collection of k independent, disjoint and simple closed geodesics on S, may be at a cost of replacing the number 7 by an undetermined but universal number. See Ivanov [9] , for example. We will show that for elements in the class F(S, a) and most systems A k of independent, disjoint simple closed geodesics, such a gap does not exist.
A multi-twist T σ k is called compressible if either (I) there is a curve in A k that bounds a twice punctured disk enclosing a, or (II) k ≥ 2 and T σ k contains a spin map, that is, it is of form (after relabeling elements in
for α 1 , α 2 ⊂ S being boundary components of an a-punctured cylinder. In this case, (α 1 , α 2 ) is called a pair of parallel geodesics. Note that A k may include two parallel geodesics, yet T σ k is not compressible. Also, there is at most one pair of parallel geodesics in A k .
Throughout we denote byc the geodesic onS obtained from a geodesic c ⊂ S by filling in the puncture a. We can now state our next theorem from which Theorem 1 will follow: Theorem 2. Assume that n ≥ 1 and k ∈ {1, . . . , 3p − 3 + n}. Let A k = {α 1 , . . . , α k } be a collection of disjoint, independent simple closed geodesics on S, σ = (n 1 , . . . , n k ) an integer tuple so that T σ k is not compressible. Then for any element θ ∈ F(S, a), T σ k • θ is pseudo-Anosov. In particular, if k = 1, or if k ≥ 2 and no two curves in A k are parallel and allα i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, are non-trivial, then for any integer tuple σ and any element θ ∈ F(S, a), T σ k • θ is pseudo-Anosov. Remark 1.2. In Section 8 we give examples which show that there exist a θ ∈ F(S, a) and a compressible multi-twist T σ k so that T σ k • θ is reducible. For any multi-twistT onS, let L(T ) be the subset of mapping classes of S that fixes a and projects toT as a is filled in. As an interesting corollary of Theorem 2, we prove:
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to collecting information needed in the proofs of the theorems. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1 under the assumption that Theorem 2 is true. In Section 4 we study some lifts of a multi-twist onS under the universal covering, and prove Corollary 1 if Theorem 2 is assumed. The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. In Section 5 we investigate the curve system C reduced by T σ k •θ if T σ k •θ is reducible, and show that the system is separated from A k if a is filled in. This leads to the two possibilities: (1) C is itself separated from A k , which was excluded by Lemma 5.2, or (2) at least one curve c in C intersects with some elements in A k . In Section 6, we prove that (2) cannot happen unless all the iterations θ i (c), i ≥ 1, does not intersect with any element of A k . In Section 7 we use some well-known facts about pseudo-Anosov maps to show that some iteration θ i 0 (c) does cross A k . This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. In Section 8, we give examples to illustrate that the condition imposed in Theorem 2 is necessary.
Preliminaries
In this section we recall the definition and some properties of Teichmüller space T (S). For more details see [3, 4, 10] .
We define two conformal structures µ 1 and µ 2 onS are strongly equivalent if there is an isometry h of µ 1 (R) onto µ 2 (R) such that as a self map of the underlying surfaceS, µ Let H = {z ∈ C; Im z > 0} be the hyperbolic plane, and (2.1)
̺ : H →S a universal covering with covering group G. G is a torsion free Fuchsian group with H/G =S. Let H * = {z ∈ C; Im z < 0}. For each [µ] ∈ T (S), by Ahlfors-Bers [1] , there is normalized quasiconformal automorphism w µ of the complex plane C such that the restriction w µ | H * is conformal, and its Beltrami coefficient ∂zw µ /∂ z w µ on H projects to a conformal structure that determines [µ] . We form the Bers fiber space
Note that H can be viewed as the central fiber and the group G acts on F (S) in a natural manner.
Let Q be the group of quasiconformal self-maps of H, and N Q (G) the subset of Q lying in the normalizer of G. Two maps w,
modS acts on the Bers fiber space (see [3] ) F (S) as a group of fiber preserving holomorphic automorphisms.
In [3] , Bers established an isomorphism ϕ : F (S) → T (S) that is unique up to a modular transformation on T (S). If G is viewed as a normal subgroup of modS, the isomorphism ϕ determines a group isomorphism ϕ * of modS onto the subgroup of the mapping class group Mod S fixing the puncture a, which determines an embedding G into the mapping class group Mod S such that each element in the image ϕ * (G) projects to the trivial mapping class on ModS defined by filling in the puncture a. Conversely, Bers [3] also showed that if a mapping class θ can be projected to the trivial one in ModS, then θ lies in the image ϕ * (G).
It is well known ( [10, 14] ) that g ∈ G is simple hyperbolic if and only if ϕ * (g) is a spin map; parabolic if and only if ϕ * (g) is induced by a Dehn twist along a boundary curve of a twice punctured disk on S enclosing a; and essential if and only if ϕ * (g) is pseudo-Anosov.
Let g ∈ G be a simple hyperbolic element. As we know, ϕ * (g) is represented by t −1 α 2 • t α 1 , where (α 1 , α 2 ) is a pair of parallel geodesics on S. Under the universal covering (2.1), (α 1 , α 2 ) is lifted to a pair (ᾱ 1 ,ᾱ 2 ) of curves on H 0 = H\{̺ −1 (a)} that bounds a crescent neighborhood that contains infinitely many punctures of {̺ −1 (a)}. Note thatᾱ 1 andᾱ 2 may not be geodesics on H, but they share the same endpoints on R and are homotopic to each other when {̺ −1 (a)} is filled in.
Both t α i , i = 1, 2, can thus be lifted to τᾱ i alongᾱ i (Section 5), and the action of τ −1 α 2 • τᾱ 1 on R is the same as that of g. Furthermore, the composition τ
fixes every point of R and is supported in the crescent neighborhood bounded byᾱ 1 andᾱ 2 as well as its G-equivalent
• · · · g εs s , where ε i ∈ Z and g i ∈ Γ is either simple hyperbolic or parabolic. Thus the pseudo-Anosov map induced by ϕ * (g) is a composition of Dehn twists and spin maps. In contract, it was shown in [25] that there are pairs of simple hyperbolic elements, pairs of two parabolic elements, and pairs of one parabolic and one simple hyperbolic element of G so that their compositions are all essential elements of G.
Proof of Theorem 1
In this section we assume thatS is compact and that Theorem 2 holds. Let θ ∈ F(S, a) be represented by (1.1) for A k = {α 1 , . . . , α k } and B l = {β 1 , . . . , β l }. SinceS is compact, S contains only one puncture. So allα i andβ j are non-trivial geodesics onS. LetÃ k ,B l denote the collections of allα i andβ j , respectively. We need the following lemma. Proof. By our assumption,S is compact,Ã k has k elements if there are no parallel geodesics in A k ; and has k − 1 elements ifÃ k contains a pair of parallel geodesics. The same is also true forB l .
First we assume that there is an element, sayα 1 , is disjoint fromB l . Then (1.1) projects to a mapθ whose restriction toα 1 is a non-trivial positive Dehn twist. In particular, if we take a simple closed geodesicγ 1 dual toα 1 ,γ 1 is disjoint fromB l andθ(γ 1 ) intersects withγ 1 , contradicting thatθ is isotopic to a trivial map. It is also true that any element iñ B l cannot be disjoint fromÃ k .
Suppose thatα 1 crosses some elements inB l . After relabeling elements inB l , we may assume thatα 1 intersects withβ 1 , . . . ,β t for t ≤ l. For each elementβ j in {β 1 , . . . ,β t }, we collect all elements inÃ k that intersect withβ j , and so forth. This process will terminate after finite number of steps. As a result, {Ã k ,B l } is decomposed into finitely many components {X i }. By the above argument, none of the components is a single element inÃ k orB l . It follows that there are collections of cutting geodesics {δ 1 , . . . , δ r } on S so that a non-trivial component X i lies in a component
We assume that Q i is minimal. That is, Q\{X i } is a union of discs (sinceS is compact). Since
. By a theorem of [17] ,θ| Q i is pseudo-Anosov, contradicting thatθ is isotopic to a trivial map. This proves thatα 1 ∈B l , and hence thatÃ k ⊂B l . Similarly, one provesÃ k ⊃B l .
We remark that the non-negative tuples σ i = (n i1 , . . . , n ik ) and λ i = (m i1 , . . . , m il ), defined as (1.1), project to ζ i and η i , respectively, where ζ i = σ i if A k contains no pair of parallel geodesics; and ζ i = (n i1 + n i2 , n i3 , . . . , n ik ) if A k contains a pair of parallel geodesics. Similarly, η i = λ i if B l contains no parallel pair; and η i = (m i1 + m i2 , . . . , m il ) if B l contains a parallel pair. If θ ∈ F(S, a) is represented by (1.1), then all η i and ζ i , i = 1, 2, · · · , N , have the same number of entries k 0 , and for each index j,
Continuing the proof of Theorem 1: By lemma 2.1,Ã k =B l . We claim that {A k , B l } fills S. Otherwise, there is a non-trivial loop γ on S that is disjoint from both A k and B l . But then θ keeps γ invariant, contradicting that θ is pseudo-Anosov.
The case that k = l = 1 is handled in [24] . We only discuss that case that k ≥ 2 and l ≥ 2. The cases of k = 1 and l ≥ 2 or l = 1 and k ≥ 2 are handled similarly. After relabeling elements in A k and B l , there are five possibilities: (i) (α 1 , α 2 ) and (β 1 , β 2 ) are pairs of parallel geodesics, and α 1 =α 2 =β 1 =β 2 ; (ii) (α 1 , α 2 ) and (β 1 , β 2 ) are parallel,α 1 =α 2 =β 3 , andβ 1 =β 2 =α 3 ; (iii) there are no pairs of parallel geodesics in A k and B l ; (iv) (α 1 , α 2 ) is a parallel pair, and no pair in B l is parallel; and (v) (β 1 , β 2 ) is a parallel pair, and no pair in A k is parallel. Now we can define σ = (n 1 , . . . , n k ) and λ = (m 1 , . . . , m l ) as follows. In Cases (i) and (iii), by Lemma 2.1, we must have k = l. We set n j = m j = 1 for j = 1, . . . , k. In Case (ii), by Lemma 2.1, we also have k = l, and we can set n 3 = m 3 = 2, and n j = m j = 1 for j = 3. In Case (iv)
But we know that {A k , B l } fills S. From a theorem of Penner [17] , (3.1) is pseudo-Anosov. It follows from (3.2) and Theorem 2 of Kra [10] that g 0 is an essential element of G. From (3.2) again, we obtain
On the other hand, we notice that S contains only one puncture a, which rules out the possibility of existence of type I compressible multi-twists on S. By construction, σ is a positive integer tuple. So T σ k (or T 
Lifts of multi-twists and Proof of Corollary 1
Letα i ⊂ H be a geodesic so that ̺(α i ) =α i for i = 1, . . . , k, wherẽ α i ⊂S are determined by the multi-twistT in Corollary 1. Clearly, all α i , i = 1, . . . , k, are pairwise disjoint.
The geodesicα i is invariant under a simple hyperbolic element gα i of G. Let D i and D ′ i be the components of H\α i . To obtain a lift τα i of tα i , we take an earthquake shifting alongα i in such a way that it is the identity on D ′ i ; and is gα i on D i away from a small crescent neighborhood ofα i . We thus define τα i everywhere on H via G-invariance. It is easy to see that
τα i determines a collection of infinitely many disjoint half planes, one of which is D i . These half planes are called maximal elements for τα i .
For each integer n i , τ n î α i keeps every maximal element invariant. On the complement of the union τα i is the identity. In each of the maximal element of τα i there are infinitely many disjoint second level half-planes, and in each of the second level half-planes there are infinitely many third level half-planes, and so on.
We assume that k ≥ 2. {α 1 , . . . ,α k } can be chosen to meet (but mutually disjoint) in a fundamental region ∆ of G. Also, {D 1 , . . . , D k } are so chosen that satisfies
Without loss of generality, we assume that
Sinceα 1 , . . . ,α k are mutually disjoint, τα i and τα j commute for any i, j = 1, . . . , k. For an integer tuple σ = (n 1 , . . . , n k ), we defineT σ k to be the composition
It is the identity on ∆\{D 1 , . . . , D k }. Since τα i are pairwise commutative, T σ k is determined up to a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , k}.
It was shown in [25] that ϕ * (τα i ) is a Dehn twist along α i that projects toα i for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Hence T σ k is a multi-twist along {α 1 , . . . , α k }. . The multi-twist T σ k defined above determines a curve system {α 1 , . . . , α k }. T σ k projects toT as the puncture a of S is filled in. By construction, T σ k is not compressible. It follows from Theorem 2 that for each element θ ∈ F(S, a), the composition T σ k • θ is pseudo-Anosov. It is now easy to check that T σ k • θ projects toT , as desired.
Proof of Corollary
1. WriteT = t n 1 1 • · · · • t
Curves and reducible maps projecting to the identity
Let g ∈ G be an arbitrary essential element. Assume that Θ = T σ k • ϕ * (g) is reducible and is reduced by a curve system
Let S be the set of homotopy classes of simple closed curves on S that project to either null curves or non-trivial curves disjoint from allα i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. As usual, we denote by T σ k the multi-twist
for an integer tuple σ = (n 1 , . . . , n k ). We have:
We assume that k ≥ 2. DenoteÃ k = {α 1 ,α 2 , . . . ,α k }, and let ν be the projection of σ onÃ k . That is, ν = σ = (n 1 , n 2 . . . , n k ) if there is no pair of parallel of geodesics in A k ;α 1 =α 2 (and thus A k = {α 1 ,α 3 , . . . ,α k } and ν = (n 1 + n 2 , n 3 , . . . , n k )) if (α 1 , α 2 ) is a pair of parallel geodesics in A k . In both cases, the multi-twistT ν k restricts to a non-trivial Dehn twist onα 1 .
By definition, Θ keeps C invariant. The projection of Θ must keep {c 1 , . . . ,c s } invariant. But Θ projects to a multi-twistT ν k . It follows thatT ν k keeps {c 1 , . . . ,c s } invariant. In particular, eitherT ν k (c j ) =c j or T ν k (c j ) ∩c j = ⊘ for j = 1, . . . , m. Suppose thatc 1 is non-trivial and intersects with some elements inÃ k . This would lead to thatT ν k (c 1 ) =c 1 andT ν k (c 1 ) ∩c 1 = ⊘. This contradiction proves the lemma. Remark 5.1.
If T σ k is type II compressible, i.e., it can be written as
for a pair (α 1 , α 2 ) of parallel geodesics in A k , then it is possible that some element c ∈ C may not be in S. The argument of the lemma leads to no contradiction sinceT ν k restricts to a trivial map on a tubular neighborhood ofα 1 =α 2 . So it could be the case thatc intersects withα 1 =α 2 butT ν k (c) =c. Remark 5.2. If T σ k is type I compressible, i.e., A k contains a loop α 1 that is the boundary of a twice punctured disk enclosing a, then for any curve c intersects with α 1 , c and α 1 form a bigon near the puncture a. Unfortunately, sinceα 1 is trivial, the discussion below is not valid.
Let S 1 be the subset of S consisting of simple closed curves on S disjoint from A k . Let S 2 = S\S 1 . Note that curves c in S 2 may project to a trivial curve onS, which occurs when c bounds a twice punctured disk on S enclosing a and another puncture. From a simple geometric observation (see also Lemma 4.2 of [22] ), we see that S 2 consists of simple closed curves c with the property that there is at least one element α ∈ A k such that c and α bound a once punctured bigon B a that encloses the puncture a. We have:
Proof. The lemma was proved in [22] in the case of k = 1. Since C is reduced by Θ = T σ k • θ,
where t i denotes the Dehn twist along c i , i = 1, 2, . . . , s. The hypothesis implies that for each i = 1, . . . , s, t i commutes with t α j for j = 1, 2, . . . , k. From (5.2) one obtains
which implies that θ keeps {c 1 , . . . , c s } invariant. This contradicts to that θ = ϕ * (g) is pseudo-Anosov.
From Lemma 5.2, we conclude that there is at least one element c of C lying in S 2 . Let g · c denote the image curve W (c), where W : S → S is induced by the mapping class ϕ * (g). In this way, we define an action of G on S. By Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 of [22] , the action is invariant, and if c ∈ C, then Θ(c) ∈ C ⊂ S.
Essential elements and their actions on curves
In this section we study the relationship between C and S 2 . Let c ∈ C ∩ S 2 . There is an element α 1 , say, in A k such that c and α 1 bound a once punctured bigon B a enclosing the puncture a.
It is easily shown that for every τα i defined in Section 4, ϕ * (τα i ) is a Dehn twist t α i along a geodesic α i ⊂ S that projects toα i as a is filled in. Since τα i commutes with τα j for i, j = 1, . . . , k, for the mapT σ k defined as (4.4), ϕ * (T σ k ) is a multi-twist T σ k along a curve system {α 1 , . . . , α k } of disjoint simple closed geodesics on S.
On the other hand, associate to each T σ k given in Theorem 2, there are geodesicsα i ⊂ H, i = 1, . . . , k, and hence maximal half-planes D i ⊂ H with condition (4.2), such that the mapT σ k defined as (4.4) satisfies the property that
is pseudo-Anosov if and only if for every
g ′ ∈ G, ϕ * (g ′ ) • T σ k • ϕ * (g) • ϕ * (g ′ ) −1 is pseudo-Anosov. Now a simple computation yields that ϕ * (g ′ )•T σ k •ϕ * (g)•ϕ * (g ′ ) −1 = ϕ * (g ′ )•T σ k •ϕ * (g ′ ) −1 •ϕ * (g ′ )•ϕ * (g)•ϕ * (g ′ ) −1 .
It follows (by noticing that
is pseudo-Anosov) that the element h defined in (6.1) can be assumed to be the identity. That is, we may assume without loss of generality that
Note thatT σ k is also defined on the punctured plane H 0 = H\{̺ −1 (a)}. IfT σ k is viewed as a map on H 0 , it simply projects to T σ k on S under the universal covering map ̺.
LetB a ⊂ ∆ be a preimage of B a under ̺. We can also assume thatB a is so small thatB a \D 1 ⊂ ∆\{D 1 , . . . , D k } and ̺ :B a → B a is a conformal bijection. This implies that the restrictionT σ k |B a\D1 is the identity.
Denote c ′ = g · c. We first assume thatc is non-trivial. Since g is a composition of spins, c ′ and c are homotopic to each other as a is filled. c ′ and c can be lifted toĉ ′ andĉ on H 0 that are not homotopic on H 0 but share the same endpoint {X, Y } ∈ R ∩ D 1 . Let Λ denote the arc in R ∩ D 1 connecting X and Y . Note that the geodesic in H connecting X and Y projects toc onS.
Lemma 6.1. With the notations above, for every integer tuple σ, we haveT
We claim that there is a nested chain
of maximal elements of τα 1 , . . . , τα k , respectively, so that the chain covers Λ, i.e., there is at least one element (that is assumed to be D 2 1 ) in the chain with Λ ⊂ D 2 1 ∩ R. Indeed, we assume the contrary and suppose that all maximal elements of τα i , i ≥ 2, that are contained in D 1 do not cover Λ. Note that either these elements are disjoint from Λ, or their intersection with R are contained in Λ. As a consequence, we haveT σ k (Λ) = τ
We see thatT σ k (Λ) ∩ Λ = ⊘ and the assertion follows.
After finite number of steps, we obtain E 2 so that either E 2 = Λ, or
In both cases, Λ and E 2 are contained in
This proves the lemma. Ifc is a null loop, then both c ′ and c are boundaries of twice punctured disks enclosing a and another puncture Z. In this case, c and c ′ can be lifted to curvesĉ andĉ ′ on H 0 that are tangent to a common point z in D 1 ∩ R that is the fixed point of the parabolic element of G corresponding to the puncture Z ofS. The following lemma directly follows from the argument of Lemma 6.1: By construction of τα i , i = 1, . . . , k, τα i keeps {̺ −1 (a)} invariant, and hence so doesT σ k . ThusT σ k acts on H 0 = H\{̺ −1 (a)}. Moreover, its action on R depends only on the isotopy classes of those τα i . This means that for any map w : H 0 → H 0 that is isotopic to the identity and commutes with every element of G, w •T σ k andT σ k share the same boundary values on R. Thus it makes sense to defineT σ k for curvesᾱ i isotopic tô α i on H 0 , i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
Since gα i is simple hyperbolic, as we saw in Section 2, ϕ * (gα i ) can be written as t −1 α i2 • t α i1 , where α i1 and α i2 are boundary components of an a-punctured cylinder C i on S. Observe that ̺ : H →S restricts to ̺ : H 0 →S\{a}. Let (ᾱ i1 ,ᾱ i2 ) be a pair of curves in H 0 that bounds a crescent neighborhood and projects to (α i1 , α i2 ) under ̺ : H 0 →S\{a}. Conditions (4.2) and (4.3) tell us that we can make the assumption that α i1 =α i . Now we are able to prove:
Proof. In the case of k = 1, this lemma is the same as Lemma 4.3 of [22] . We assume that k ≥ 2. By hypothesis, c ∈ S 2 . Figure 1 Let α 1 ∈ A k be such that c and α 1 bound a once punctured bigon B a enclosing a. Since c ′ ∈ S 2 , c ′ intersects one of the curves in A k . If c ′ also intersects with α 1 , then c ′ and α 1 also bound a once punctured bigon B ′ a enclosing a. By Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3, c / ∈ C. Otherwise, we assume that c ′ is disjoint from α 1 but c ′ intersects with α 2 . That is, c ′ and α 2 form a once punctured bigon B ′′ a that encloses a. The curves c and c ′ can be lifted to curvesĉ andĉ ′ so that (ĉ,α 1 ) bounds an a-punctured bigonB ′ a , and (ĉ ′ ,α 2 ) bounds an a-punctured bigonB ′′ a . ̺ restricts to conformal bijectionsB ′ a → B ′ a andB ′′ a → B ′′ a . Let X, Y ∈ R∩D 1 be the endpoints ofĉ, X ′ , Y ′ ∈ R∩D 2 be the endpoints ofĉ ′ . Let Λ ′ denote the segment in R connecting X ′ and Y ′ . See If X = Y (and hence X ′ = Y ′ ), thenc is null. That is, all c, c ′ and T σ k (c ′ ) are boundaries of twice punctured disks ∆, ∆ ′ , ∆ ′′ ⊂ S with a ∈ ∆ ∩ ∆ ′ ∩ ∆ ′′ . This means thatĉ,ĉ ′ andT σ k (ĉ ′ ) are tangent to X, X ′ and X ′′ =T σ k (X ′ ), respectively. By Lemma 6.2, we see that The region Ω 0 bounded byĉ and the region Ω ′′ 0 bounded byT σ k (ĉ ′ ) share a common region that containsâ. The same topological argument as above then yields thatĉ andĉ ′ must intersect.
Since ̺ : H 0 → S is a local homeomorphism, c and T σ k (c ′ ) must also intersect. It follows that c and Θ(c) intersect. This implies that c is not in the curve system (5.1). The lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 2
It suffices to prove that C defined as (5.1) is empty. Suppose not. Let c 1 , . . . , c u ∈ C denote the invariant subset under Θ = T σ k • ϕ * (g). Then Lemma 5.1 says that c, . . . , c u ∈ S. Since S = S 1 ∪ S 2 , By Lemma 5.2, we conclude that there is at least one element c in {c 1 , . . . , c u } that belongs S 2 .
Consider the image curve c ′ = g · c. By Lemma 6.4, c ′ is not in S 2 . By Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 of [22] , c ′ ∈ S. This implies that c ′ ∈ S 1 . That is,
Assume that Θ i (c) = g i · c. A computation yields
If g i+1 ·c ∈ S 2 , by the same argument of Lemma 6.4, T σ k (g i+1 ·c) / ∈ C. But Θ i+1 (c) ∈ C. So (7.1) leads to a contradiction. We thus have g i+1 · c ∈ S 1 . It follows from (7.1) again that Θ i+1 (c) = g i+1 · c. We conclude that for every positive integer i,
Recall that g is an essential element of G and thus ϕ * (g) is a pseudoAnosov mapping class on S.
We claim that some curves in {g i · c, i = 1, 2, . . .} cross. This is indeed a well-known fact. Suppose for the contrary. Since there are only finitely many disjoint simple closed geodesics on S, there are integers i and j, i < j, such that g i · c = g j · c. This says that g j−i · c = c. That is, ϕ * (g) j−i is a reducible mapping class, which in turn implies that ϕ * (g) is reducible. This is a contradiction.
We conclude that some curves in {g i · c, i = 1, 2, . . .} cross. But this again contradicts to (7.2) . Therefore, we see that no curves in {c 1 , . . . , c u } belong to S 2 . This proves that C defined as (5.1) is empty. In particular, this implies that Θ = T σ k • ϕ * (g) is pseudo-Anosov, completing the proof of Theorem 2.
Examples
In this section we give some examples showing that if T σ k is compressible, then for certain elements in θ ∈ F(S, a), T σ k • θ fails to be pseudo-Anosov. First we construct an example for T σ k to be a type II compressible multi-twist. OnS we take two simple closed geodesicsα andβ so that {α,β} fillsS. Let a be one of the intersections ofα and β.α andβ determine two elements in π 1 (S, a). Let g 1 , g 2 ∈ G be the corresponding elements. By construction, the compositionβ ·α is a filling loop onS, which in tern determines an essential element g = g 2 • g 1 in G. Hence by Theorem 2 of [10, 14] , ϕ * (g) ∈ Mod a S is pseudo-Anosov. ϕ * (g) ∈ F(S, a). On the other hand, g 1 and g 2 are simple hyperbolic, by Theorem 2 of [10, 14] again, ϕ * (g 1 ), ϕ * (g 2 ) ∈ Mod a S are spin maps. Denote ϕ * (g 2 ) = t • t β 1 , where β i , i = 1, 2, bound an a-punctured cylinder on S so that both β i are homotopic toβ onS. Now we can choose k = 2, A k = {β 1 , β 2 } and σ = (−1, 1). In this case, there defines a compressible multi-twist T σ k so that for θ = ϕ * (g) ∈ F(S, a), we have
which is a spin map. Hence the statement of Theorem 2 is not true.
For a type I example, once again, we takeα andβ as before. Based oñ β, one constructs loops γ and α on S that satisfy these properties: {γ, α} fills S, and (2) α projects toα and γ projects to a trivial loop, which occurs when γ bounds a twice punctured disk enclosing a. See [25] for more details. From Lemma 3.1 of [21] , there is a parabolic element g 0 ∈ G so that ϕ * (g 0 ) = t γ . By construction, the composition g 0 •g 1 is hyperbolic and its axis projects to a filling geodesic. It follows from the definition that g 0 • g 1 is essential hyperbolic. Therefore, θ = ϕ * (g 0 • g 1 ) is pseudoAnosov. Now we choose k = 1, A k = {γ}, and σ = −1. We get T σ k that is type I compressible. A calculation yields T σ k • θ = t −1 γ • ϕ * (g 0 ) • ϕ * (g 1 ) = t −1 γ • t γ • ϕ * (g 1 ) = ϕ * (g 1 ), which is a spin. So Theorem 2 is not true either.
